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Face detection and tracking technique is becoming an active direction in 
the field of computer vision. It combines a great deal of disciplines, such as 
image processing, pattern recognition, biological information discerning, 
physiology, psychology, etc. Face detection is a challenging task since human 
faces may appear in different scales, orientations and with different head poses. 
The imaging condition, such as illumination, and the presence of other objects 
such as glasses, make-up or beards also affect the appearance of human faces 
considerably. Moreover, human faces are non-rigid objects. They contribute 
substantially to the variation of facial appearance in an image. Face detection 
and tracking play an important role in visual telephone, video conference and 
perceptual interfaces. 
This paper studies human face detection and tracking on color image 
sequences, based on new theories and technology of visual computer and 
artificial intelligence, presents some innovative concepts and algorithm as 
follows. 
 Present an innovative algorithm of face detection on color image 
sequence: at first, information of motion and skin color is used to 
choose face region candidate, and they are complementary to decrease 
the mistake; then, matching of ellipse, shape of the face region 
candidate and facial features are used to verify the region. It is a good 
way to improve the detection. 
 Because face tracking can be regarded as the extending of face 
detection in still image, then we can estimate the possible position of 
face through the result of detection in the previous frame. This paper 
presents an innovative fast algorithm which combines a fast block 
match algorithm based on winner-update strategy with diamond search 
to achieve face tracking. At first, diamond search is used to reduce the 















of every search window. The proposed algorithm can significantly 
speed up the implementation of the block matching. Our experiments 
have shown it. 
 As face is a non-rigid object, this paper presents a multilevel template 
algorithm to deal with the scaling and rotation of the face region. 
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测研究的深入，国际上发表的有关论文数量也大幅度增长，如 IEEE 的 FG
（IEEE International Conference on Automative Face and Gesture 
Recognition）、ICIP(International Conference on Image Processing)、








的论文是 Azarbeyajani 和 Pentland 于 1993 年发表的《Recursive 
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